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Company Focus

Wujin Luoyang Yaoshengda Hardware Products Factory 
(“Yaoshengda”) is specialized in the manufacture of cold forging 
dies/bolt dies/nut dies and non-standard cold forged fastener dies 
made from various materials, as well as design, development and 
manufacture of tungsten carbide dies and special dies. Over the 
past 20 years the stable and durable cold forging dies continue 
to create for Yaoshengda an impeccable high-quality image on 
the international market, help it gain lots of loyal customers, and 
increase its market share around the globe. 

“Creating value for customers, industries, and employees as 
well as keeping high quality and improving service for sustainable 
growth have been our core mission statement since our inception”,  
says Yaoshengda General Manager ZHAO Shou-Ze.  

Introduction of Imported Materials 
and Being Certified to ISO9001:2015 

Making no compromise over quality, the team of Yaoshengda 
main ly adopts tungsten ca rbide with h igh ha rdness to 
manufacture products. They also introduce special steel materials 
from Germany that best suit various customers’ demands in 
production. Meanwhile, in order to achieve a highly advanced 
level of automation, controllability, and precision, many years 
ago Yaoshengda started to introduce sets of advanced imported 
equipment and nowadays it has had more than 100 sets of 
equipment such as Okuma CNC Lathes, Japanese Makino Sinker 
EDM EDGE3, Japanese Sodick Wire EDM, Taiwan Jagura 
Grinding Machine, and many other highly precision equipment. 
The originally separately operating factories have been recently 
integrated as well. The resultant high manufacturing efficiency 
enables it to provide customers with higher quality service. With 
relentless dedication to quality improvement, Yaoshangda has been 
also certified to the ISO9001:2015 quality management system. 

Dies with 3 to 5 Times of Service 
Life / Extending Business Reach to 
Development of Cold Forged Parts

Yaoshengda has been a well-known senior expert in the 
development and manufacture of cold forging dies. Compared to 
other counterparts, the service life of dies Yaoshengda supplies 
is averagely 3 to 5 times that of other similar dies, which can not 
only help customers reduce manufacturing costs, but also help 
them achieve stable product quality and lower management costs. 
With more than 2 decades of experience in dies development, it 
has also recently extended to manufacture and development of 
cold forged parts. Yaoshengda has also purchased cold forging 
equipment to help customers develop cold forged parts, non-
standard parts, stainless steel rivet nuts, weld nuts, automotive 
wheel hub nuts, wheel nuts, various stainless steel nuts and many 
other engine fasteners. It has also maintained collaboration with 
many automotive related plants and has earned a good reputation 
in Europe, USA, and the Middle East. 

by Gang Hao Chang, Vice Editor-in-Chief of Fastener World

Development & Manufacture of 
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